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1.

Introduction and overview
The runway at Waterford Airport is currently 1,433 by 30m. Here we briefly consider the strategic and
economic issues of expanding the runway to facilitate short-to-medium narrow-bodied airliners such as
the Boeing 737 and the Airbus A320. With services currently in abeyance at Waterford Airport it is
perceived that a runway extension to take competitive short-medium haul planes would support a
reduction on the regions reliance on Dublin airport, facilitate improved economic ties with the UK and
Europe and reduce the economic marginalisation of the whole South East region.

1.1

The Airport, its catchment and competitors
The airport is an important access point to the South East, a region of 510,000 people. Waterford is
clearly defined as the capital of the South East city-region in the National Planning Framework, and so is
expected to drive regional development across the NUTS3 region (IE024) which incorporates Carlow,
Kilkenny, South Tipperary, Wexford, Waterford City & County.

1.2

Likely passenger numbers and costs
With the recovering Irish economy, there has been a significant increase in passenger and flights at Irish
airports- led very strongly by Dublin. Year-on-year growth is running at 8-10%, with all airports growing
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passenger numbers. Dublin airport has
proposed at €320m runway investment to add
additional capacity. Additional capacity
numbers associated with this runway are
vague, but the highest estimate we can find is
it accommodate an additional 7 million
passengers (or €45m per additional million
passengers). The runway extension in
Waterford is estimated to cost €10m.

Assumptions:
-

-

Ryanair is highly likely, against its wishes, to offer a service from Waterford. We form this view
based on the fact that Ryanair serves any airport on Ireland that can take commercial 737 flights. It
is highly unlikely that Ryanair would allow a competitor to enter the Irish market.
We can identify seven airlines that offered a service from Waterford using uncompetitive planes
types.
The airport has 437k people within a one-hour isochrone, and 1.5million persons in a 1.5hr
isochrone.

Estimating passenger numbers is not a science, but in comparing regional catchment and existing
passenger numbers we estimate a competitive runway in the SE would likely serve 1 million passengers
PA.
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